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In India the concept of nation existed for millennia  in
the form of a pan – Indian spiritual – emotional identity,
referred to as Rashtram. In Rig Veda, the most ancient world
scripture, the word ‘Rashtram’ is used to describe the national
identity of the people of the land called Bharatvarsha;
Rashtram is grounded into spirituality, it is a unifying notion
believing in everybody’s ‘abhyudayam’ (development)
whereas ‘Nation’, a relatively new concept; a concept merely
two-three centuries old, has been a major source of political
strife and violence since it came into being. Rashtram is a
creed, and not a mere political programme. Dwelling upon
this creed Sri Aurobindo said “Nationalism in India is a religion
that has come from God; Nationalism is a creed which you
shall have to live. Let no man dare to call himself a Nationalist
if he does so merely with a sort of intellectual pride, thinking
that he is more patriotic, thinking that he is something higher
than those who do not call themselves by that name. If you
are going to be a Nationalist, if you are going to assent to this
religion of Nationalism, you must do it in the religious spirit.”
(Excerpts from the Lecture delivered by Sri Aurobindo at
MahajanWadi, Bombay on 19th January, 1908) The notion
of nation – state or Eurocentric concept of nation and
nationhood is alien to Indian thought. In Bharat, the Rashtra
evolved. It is not similar to the Nation theory of the West.
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In Atharva Veda it is said:

bhadramicchhantahrishiyah
swarvidayah, tapodikshaamupanshedagre

tatoraashtram, bala, ojasyajaatam
tadasmaidevaupasannmantu

It means that a benign wish (bhadraicchha) for
abhyudayam (the welfare and glory to all) originated in the
minds of ancient seers during the course of their penance.
This benign wish is not divisive; neither is it guided by the
desire that one alone should get all pleasures. ‘Abhyudayam’
is material and spiritual well-being of the mankind. The
shloka beautifully mentions that the Sages, through their
penance and meditation have realized this spirit of
Abhyudayam and this wish has invigorated the consciousness
of the Rashtram; even gods bow before such consciousness.
It is thus explicit that the entire philosophy of Rasthra
emanates from the bhadraicchha (benign wish). This
bhadraicchha is guided by the doctrine of Dhrama. In
Vaisesika Sutra, the Sage Kanada defines the Dharma as the
discharge of one’s responsibility-

yatobhyudayanisreyasasiddhihicadharmah

The shloka means that the benign whish of the sages
was to secure the two-fold objective – that which leads to
the attainment of abhyudaya (prosperity) and nishreyasa
(Cessation of pain and attainment of eternal bliss). It is this
Dharma which is the soul of the Rashtra. Swami Vivekanand
described India as “Dharma Prana Bharata” i.e. Bharat with
Dharma as soul. Thus ‘Rashtra’ is the quintessential national
identity of India. Pt. Deen Dayal Upadhyaya called it ‘Chiti’.
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Pt. Jawahar Lal Nehru, the First Prime Minister of India also
appealed to this concept of National Soul in his famous Tryst
with Destiny Address to the Indian Parliament on the midnight
of 14/15 August 1947 when India became independent:

Long years ago we made a tryst with destiny, and now
the time comes, when we shall redeem our pledge, not wholly
or in full measure, but very substantially. At the stroke of the
midnight hour, when the world sleeps, India will awake to
life and freedom. A moment comes, which comes but rarely
in history, when we step out from the old to the new, when
an age ends, and when the soul of a nation, long suppressed
finds utterance.

It is fitting that at this solemn moment we take the pledge
of dedication to the service of India and her people the still
larger cause of humanity.

At the dawn of history India started on her unending
quest, and trackless centuries are filled with her striving and
the grandeur of her success and her failures. Through good
and ill fortune alike she has never lost sight of quest or
forgotten the ideals which gave her strength. We end today
a period of ill fortune and India discovers herself again.

There are certain fundamentals which underscore the
difference between the concept of ‘Rashtram’ and ‘Nation’.
On the question of Genesis, the Isavarya Upanishad says –
isavasyamidamsarvam (Chapter 4). It means that the entire
universe including both animate and inanimate is pervaded
by the divine consciousness. Taking cognizance of ethnic,
racial, linguistic and other differences in the world, Rashtram
proposes; “vasudhaivakutumbakam”, i.e. the entire world is
a family. On the economic question, it suggests sustained
consumption and advocatesabstaining from hoarding –
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“tenatyaktenabhunjitah”. On the welfare, it states –
“sarvebhavantusukhinah – sarvesantuniramayah” (Let all be
happy and free from disease). On the environmental
problems, its proposition is – “mata bhumiputroham-
prithvyah” (Atharva Veda, 12[1]12). It means that the earth
is my mother and I am her son. It proposes to consider the
religious diversity in the world as varied manifestations of
the ultimate truth. In Rig Veda is said-

indrammitramvarunnamagnimaahutathoedivyahsa
suparnoeIarutmaan ekam

sadvipraabahudhaavadantimaatarisvaanamaahuh

This Dharma has attained ultimate levels of tolerance,
accommodation and celebration of pluralism on the earth –

nana vibhratibahudhavivacasam
nana dharmanamprithviyathaukasam

sahasradharadravitasya ye duham
dhruvenadhamurenkpasphuranti

Here, the devotee pays homage to the Earth that is full
of variety, contains people speaking different dialects and
speech, is of diverse religious customs each living according
to what they think is right, contains innumerable valuable
things and bears trees and plants of great diversity.

Rashtra has been invested with divinity and mother-
hood in the Vedas. In the Pratham Mandala of Rig Veda is
said-

Ahram rashtri sangamani vasunam chikitushi
Prathama yagyiyanam

I am the beholder of this Rashtra; benefactor of the
gods, and first among the worshipped. Rashtram is infused
with the sense of divinity, sacredness and motherhood. The
hymn accords high esteem to motherhood, and in a sense is
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the originator of the concept of ‘Bharat Matha’ – The
Motherland Bharat. Sri Aurobindo described her as
Jagajjanani – the mother of all mothers – the Universal
Mother. The synonimity of Rashtram with divine mother was
also recognized by Sir J. Ramsay MacDonald, ex-Prime
Minister of Britain.

The Hindu regards India not only as a political unit
naturally the subject of one sovereignty – whoever
holds that sovereignty , whether British, Mohamedan
or Hindu – but as the outward embodiment, as the
templenay even as the goddess mother – of his spiritual
culture. He made India the symbol of his culture; he
filled it with his soul. In his consciousness, it was his
greater self.

Mookherji iii

The concept of Euro-nation or nation/ nation – state
on the other hand is relatively of recent origin. It is based on
the assumption that the aspirations of the people that
constitute a nation are best served by a common political
entity. Many European nations did not exist two-three
centuries ago. The nations such as the United Kingdom is a
testimony to the upheavals that the concept of Nation State
has endured. In 1702, even after England, Scotland and
Wales got together to from Great Britain, they retained
different laws and held on to separate national churches.
Using political, military and religious power Great Britain
annexed Ireland in 1801. It culminated into the emergence
of the United Kingdom of Great Britain. The nation state of
UK thus can boast not even a century’s history. The history
of the United States of America is more or less the same. The
Nation States in Africa were a creation of the colonists. There
are a few countries, such as Mexico in South America and
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Egypt and Turkey in Eurasia that can claim much longer
history. The nation states of all these countries, however, are
of recent origin and had nothing to do with their ancient past.
All this points to the fact that the global understanding of
the concept of Nation and Nationhood are based on short-
lived models.

The European concept of Nation-conglomeration of
races and religions – is alien to Indian thought. Rabindranath
Tagore contrasting the notion of Western Nation with Indian
thought wrote this:

The civilization of ancient Greece was nurtured in the
city walls. In fact, all the modern civilizations have their
cradles of brick and mortar. The walls leave their mark
deep in the minds of men. Thus in India it was in the
forests that our civilizations had its birth, and it took a
distinct character from this origin and environment. It
was surrounded by the vast life of nature and had the
closest and most constant intercourse with her varying
aspects. Her aim was not to acquire but to realize, to
enlarge her consciousness by growing into her
surroundings. The West seems to take pride in thinking
that it is subduing nature as if we are living in a hostile
world where we have to wrest everything we want from
an unwilling and alien arrangement of things. This
sentiment is the product of the city wall habit and
training of mind. But in India the point of view was
different; it included the world with the man as one
great truth. India put all her emphasis on the harmony
that exists between the individual and the universal.
The fundamental unity of creation was not simply a
philosophical speculation for India; it was her life object
to realize this great harmony in feeling and action.
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Sri Aurobindo rejecting the western theory of nation
based on the conditions of the unity of language, unity of
religion and life, and unity of race, described Indian approach
to nationalism thus:

In Positivism Europe has attempted to arrive a higher
synthesis, the synthesis of humanity; and socialism and
philosophical Anarchism, the Anarchism of Tolstoy and
Spencer, have even envisaged the application of the
higher intellectual synthesis to life. In India we do not
recognize the nation as the highest synthesis to which
we can rise. There is a higher synthesis, humanity,
beyond that there is a still higher synthesis, this living,
suffering, aspiring world of creatures, the synthesis of
Buddhism; there is a highest of all, the synthesis of God,
and that is the Hindu synthesis, the synthesis of Vedanta.
With us today Nationalism is our immediate practical
faith and gospel not because it is the highest possible
synthesis, but because it must be realized in life if we
are to have the chance of realizing the other. We must
live as a Nation before we can live in humanity.

Sri Aurobindo pointed out that the idea that unity in
race, religion or language is a prerequisite to nationality will
not bear examination; for the English nation itself was built
out of various races, that Switzerland has distinct racial strains
speaking three different languages and professing a number
of religions, that in America the candidates for White House
addressed at that time the nation in fourteen languages, that
Austria is a congeries of races and languages and that the
divisions in Russia are hardly less acute. Roman Empire
despite its having a common language, a common religion
and life failed to make one great nation. Sri Aurobindo defined
the prerequisites of nationality thus –
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We answer that there are certain essential conditions,
geographical unity, a common past, a powerful
common interest impelling towards unity and certain
favourable political conditions which enable the
impulse to realize itself in an organized government
expressing the nationality and perpetuating its single
and united existence. This may be provided by a part
of the nation, a race or community, uniting the others
under its leadership or domination, or by a united
resistance to common pressure from outside or within.
A common enthusiasm coalescing with a common
interest is the most powerful fosterer of nationality.

The two iconic Indians Acharya Mahapragya and A.P.J.
Abdul Kalam, one a Jain Muni revered as a Saint, the other a
Visionary, a distinguished scientist and former President of
India are of the view that only a strong and happy family
leads to the formation of a Raashtra. There are three stages
in the process of this noble nation awakening:

The first stage is the formation of an idea or thought
(vichara). We have to create a system of healthy and
strong ideas. The second stage is transforming the
thoughts or ideas into imprints on the subconscious
level of mind (samskara). The third stage is conduct
(achara) to put principles into practice. The gulf
between percept (vichara) and practice (achara) is only
natural. Only those who are free from passion can
practice what they preach. There is always a discrepancy
between the speech and practice of a person who
remains engrossed in attachment (raga) and aversion
(dvesha), and this gulf between his thought and deed
cannot be removed. It is only through a bridge that
people can cross a river. We have to have a bridge in
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the form of samskara to remove the gap between thought
and action. We recommended a process of change. We
recommend the application of the anekanta view, in
practical life. It will prove as protective armour for peace
in a family. The combination of prudently consuming
resources and freedom from attachment to things
constitutes the best alternative. There have been many
attempts to build a new social order but the focus has
always been to change the external structure of the
society. Any attempt to change only the system of society
without changing mental attitudes will not succeed.

Rashtra means a noble nation; its primary concern is to
attain peace, progress and prosperity. The fast mode of
communication and transport have nearly made the world a
global village. The world has to become a federation of
Rashtras based on the principle of live and let live. One’s
needs, privacy, liberty, aspirations, accomplishments are all
important. Rashtra is a notion, where the welfare of the whole
nation as a whole is ingrained in the thinking and actions of
its people. Nations have countless memorials, reminding us
day in and day out of the havoc created by wars and the
residual sentiments of wars in the form of anger and anguish
that people have to live with for a long time.

Acharya Mahapragya and A.P.J. Abdul Kalam write
about India’s visualization as Rashtra thus:

Our visualization of nation is two-fold. One is internal
concerned with the individual and encompassing the
family, community and society. Another concerns
enterprise and covers the issues of livelihood, business,
distribution of wealth and respect for individual
property and rights. We do not offer any new theory or
postulate any new concept but draw from the heritage
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of our civilization. The bottom line is that a citizen with
a value system respects the family, respects the society
and thereby respects the nation.

Furthermore, the person is conscious that he or she is a
part of the world family. The operational line is the
prosperity of people with adequate earning capacity.
We call such a nation a developed nation. Economic
prosperity and an embedded value system would
promote a peaceful and prosperous society and thereby
the evolution of a happy nation.

The birth of Rashtra would need studying the
challenges due to the continuous process of growth and
environmental deteriorations and finding a sustainable
solution to remedy the damage and promote a conflict-free
society for posterity. This necessitates “working for a clean,
green environment, developing a healthy society through a
three-pronged model and making enlightened citizens
through value based education, transforming religion into
spirituality and above all creating a poverty and illiteracy-
free nation.” (Acharya Mahapragya and A.P.J. Abdul Kalam,
191).

A Rashtra should promote unity of Minds among
citizens for generating a happy society. This Unity of Minds
can be achieved if the people of a country embraces ‘an ethos
of work with integrity and succeed with integrity’. Acharya
Mahapragya and A.P.J. Abdul Kalam propose the following
algorithm for the evolution of national ethics:

* A nation has to have ethics in all its tasks for sustained
economic prosperity and peace.

* If a nation is to have ethics, society has to promote
ethics and value systems.
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* If society is to have ethics and value systems, families
should adhere to ethics and value systems.

* If families have to evolve with ethics and value
systems, parenthood should have inbuilt ethics.

* Parental ethics come from great learning, value-
based education and creation of clean environment
that leads to righteousness in the heart.” ( 191)

A Rashtra perceives a beautiful connect between heart,
character, nation and the world. This connect can be
strengthened and promulgated by building righteousness
among the varied constituents of a society. This creed of
Rashtra is not a mere political programme; it is a creed which
one has to live. A Rashtra cannot be crushed. It survives in
the strength of God and it is not possible to crush it, whatever
weapons are brought against it. “Nationalism is immortal;
Nationalism cannot die; because it is no human being, it is
God….” (Deshpande; What is Nationalism? – by Sri Aurobindo
posted on 17 May, 2010, permanent link cosmos)

A Rashtra cannot be defined merely through an
intellectual standpoint. Responding to this Sri Aurobindo
wrote:

There is a certain section of thought in India which
regards Nationalism as “madness”. The men who think
like that are men of great intellectual ability, men who
have studied deeply, who have studied economics, who
have studied history, men who are entitled to respect,
men from whom you would naturally accept leading
and guidance, and they say that Nationalism will ruin
the country. What is it that makes them talk like this?
Many of them are patriots, many of them are thoroughly
sincere and honest, many of them  desire the good of
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the country. What is it that is wanting in them? This is
wanting. They are men who have lived in the pure
intellect only and they look at things purely from the
intellectual standpoint.

(Deshpande, May 17, 2010)

Industrial progress and material development do not
bring life to the Nation. Under the Roman Empire both these
constituents were there but when the hour of crisis came, it
disintegrated.

The Indian Nation i.e. Rashtra is entirely different from
the Western model. Faith, Un-selflessness and Courage are
the three constituents of Rashtra; it is a religion whereas Euro
nation is entirely materialistic. In other words, if one wants
to replace the dominions of the foreigner by the dominion of
somebody else, it is purely a material change; it is not a
religion. Sri Aurobindo beautifully puts it –

It is not that but, but you have got some idea that your
nation is different from another nation and that these
people are outsiders and that you ought to be ruling in
their place. What you want is not freedom for your
countrymen. But you want to replace the rule of others
by yours. If you go in that spirit, what will happen when
a time of trial comes?

Faith and Un-selfishness, says Sri Aurobindo, are the
two major constituents of Indian Rashtra, which enable a
person escape from other achievements:

If you have not the divine strength of faith and
unselfishness, you will not be able to escape from other
achievements, you will not like to bear affliction simply
for the sake of a change by which you will not profit.
How can courage come from such a source? But when
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you have a higher idea, when you have realized that
you have nothing, that you are nothing and that the
three hundred millions of people of this country are
God in the Nation, something which cannot be measured
by so much land, or by so much money, or by so many
lives, you will then realize that it is something immortal,
that the idea for which you are working is something
immortal and that it is an immortal power which is
working in you. All other attachments are nothing.
Every other consideration disappears from your mind,
and, as I said, there is no need to cultivate courage.
You are led on by that power. You are protested
through life and death by one who survives in the very
hour of death, you feel immortality in the hour of your
worst sufferings, you feel you are invisible.

Nationalism is not merely an intellectual conviction; it
is a religion, a divine power that fills one with courage,
enthusiasm and power. It is human strength which does not
strive to trample underfoot, the weaker peoples; from this
human strength emanates something which is to save the
whole world. Nationalism is a movement which no obstacle
can stop; it is a great development which no power can resist,
it is the birth of the Avatar in the Nation which changes the
rest of the country by declaring itself. Accordingly, nationality
be viewed as a possession of a rich legacy of memories and
desire to live together and continue the heritage received.
Race, language and common unity of interests are not always
enough to create such a spiritual principle. Nationality makes
individuals limbs of a human body; it is sentiment for national
literatures, heroes, geniuses, languages, sentiments, traditions,
modes of dress, etc. Suppression from outside helps in
building up nationality.
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Nation, therefore, is religion, which is no make-belief
but religion in essence. India as a nation has a culture of such
sublime nobility, a culture which made every individual a
noble specimen of humanity, truth and generosity. This
consciousness of one Nationhood became musty when over-
individualization happened. Wrong notions of nation, such
as “we were medley of warring chieftains, that our real history
begins with the Moghul rulers, that the nation in the land
naturally was composed of all those who happened to reside
therein and that all these people were to unite on a common
national platform” made us fall a prey to our self-forgetfulness,
forgetfulness of a cultural consensus that foreign travellers
were dumb founded to see. Some of us, in the Post-
independent India also, take pride in terming India as
Imagined Community. The British well understood the force
of National consciousness of this country; and systematically,
tried to stamp it out – they taught inhabitants of this country
that they never really had a nation and that their culture was
outdated. This suppressed the national consciousness of the
country. Today, we see a profound epistemological
revisitation of the theoretical frameworks and models of
Nation, Nationality and Nationhood in the form of national
awakening under Vivekananda, Dayanand and Sri
Aurobindo’s thoughts and theology, which is obviously a shift
from Euro-Nation to Rashtram.
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